Income Disclosure Statement
Thanks Digit makes an effort to accurately represent all the services offered. We also offer a referral
program which pays rewards for referring investors. Thanks Digit pays investment earnings pursuant to
this investment plan. As with any investment plan, your results may vary, and will be based on your
individual capacity, business experience, expertise, and level of desire. There are no guarantees
concerning the level of success you may experience. The examples used are not intended to represent or
guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. There is no assurance that examples of past
earnings can be duplicated in the future. Thanks Digit cannot guarantee your future results or success.
There are risks in any investment that cannot be foreseen which could reduce the results you experience.
Thanks Digit is not responsible for your actions or results. The use of our information, products, and
services should be based on your own due diligence and you agree that Thanks Digit is not liable for any
success or failure of your business directly or indirectly related to the purchase and use of our
information, products, and services. Step 1: Join Thanks Digit: Join Thanks Digit by investing in the
power of digital coin mining. Your investment reserves a certain amount of computing power in our
server farm. The computing power corresponds to a hashing rate. As the hashing rate increases, the
amount of digital coins that can be mined for your benefit increases correspondingly. Each investment
provides a two year reservation of our computing power and two years of potential daily income and
residual income combined with many other rewards and rewards. Additional income and rewards can be
earned simply by referring others to the Thanks Digit system. Thanks Digit is making 10,000 slots of
equal computing power available. Each slot requires an initial investment of $4,575. Each $4,575
investment reserves one slot for a period of two years and all of the financial rewards and opportunities
that come with it. Step 2: 5 Ways To Earn: There are five ways to earn daily income through the Thanks
Digit system. You can make money by simply letting our digital coin mining system work for you and by
sharing that Thanks Digit system with others. The five paths to earning include: 1) Daily Mining Share
Profits – 35% of the daily mining total of your slots 2) Management Mining Share Profits – Earn 21% of
the daily mining share profits direct & Indirect referrals for up to 12 groups. (1st direct group 10% & 2nd
to 12th indirect group 1% each) 3) Daily Pool Reward – Earn 20% of the total PV (Profitable Volume) for
total daily investments are distributed equally amongst number of all referral slots. 4) Referral Reward –
Earn uni-level override percentages from your referrals for up to twelve generations. 5) Infinity Reward –
The first 12 members that invest $100,000 or more in a single month qualify for equal shares of 6% of
daily mining share profits and daily matching mining share profits. 1) Daily Mining Share Profits: Once
you invest in the Thanks Digit system, you earn money directly from the amount of digital coins mined
everyday by Thanks Digit. Your investment reserves a slot of computing power corresponding to a digital
coin hashing rate. Over time, the computing power and hashing rate lead to more efficient digital coin
mining which may lead to greater daily mining profits over time. You earn 35% of the digital coins mined
by your slots every day. An example projection of the increase in efficiency and profits is illustrated in the
sample chart below: the first column is the month, the second is daily mining profit, the third is monthly
mining profit, and the fourth column is cumulative total.

2) Management Mining Share Profits: For each Thanks Digit investor that you directly sponsor, you
receive a 10% referral matching reward of the daily mining share profits that the direct referral receives.
Unilevel matching rewards are available for up to twelve generations of referrals. When they make
money, you make money! For example, Jane may refer John to Thanks Digit. Jane then receives direct
matching rewards on profits made by John as discussed above. John then sponsors Lisa as a new Thanks
Digit investor. John then receives a 10% referral matching reward of the daily mining share profits made
by Lisa AND Jane then receives a matching reward equaling 1% of Lisa’s daily mining share profits. In
the above example, John is a generation 1 referral for Jane and Lisa is a generation 2 referral for Jane. If
Lisa then sponsors Tom as a new Thanks Digit investor, Tom becomes a generation 3 referral for Jane.
Jane then receives a matching reward equaling 1% of Tom’s daily mining share profits. The first column
is generation matching. The second column is reward percentage. The third column is percentage
potential 2-year earning amount (based on example daily mining profits in sec.1)

1 (John)

2 (Lisa)

3 (Tom)

10%

1%

1%

$2,629.00

$262.90

$262.90

3) Referral Rewards: You receive uni-level override rewards for each person that you sponsor to invest in
the Thanks Digit family. Earn 31% of the total PV (Profitable Volume) from your direct & indirect
referrals for up to 12 groups. (1st direct group 20% & 2nd to 12th indirect group 1% each). The more
referrals you make, the more rewards you receive. For each individual that you directly sponsor
(generation 1), you receive a direct referral reward based on the amount of the referred individual’s
investments. For example, if your referral invests in one computing slot, you receive 10% of that $4,575
investment at 2,500 Profitable Volume (PV) for $250 per investment slot. Similarly, for generation 2 and
generation 3 referrals, you receive 4% of that $4,575 investment at 2,500 Profitable Volume (PV) for
$100 per investment slot. In other words, every time one of your affiliates makes an investment, you earn
a reward. The first column is generation uni-level. The second column is override percentage. The third
column is percentage earning amount (per $4,575 investment).
1 (John)

2 (Lisa)

3 (Tom)

10%

4%

4%

$500

$25

$25

4) Daily Pool Rewards: You also earn a daily pool reward based on the total amount of daily investment.
All investors receive 1 daily pool reward share per investment slot. The daily pool comprises 20% of
daily investments at 2,500 Profitable Volume (PV) or $500 per daily investment slot. The daily pool total
is then distributed equally amongst all outstanding daily pool reward shares. 5) Infinity Rewards: The first
12 investors who invest more than $100,000 in a month will be given a share of the infinity pool. The
infinity pool comprises of 6% of the daily mining share profits and the daily direct matching mining share
profits. The infinity pool total amount will be split equally each day among all outstanding infinity pool
shares. Step 3: Payout As your Thanks Digit account grows, you may wish to receive a payout from your
account. Immediate withdrawals may be made from your Thanks Digit account to 1) a debit card, 2) cash,
3) Bitcoin, or 4) 24K gold coins. If you are paid in Bitcoin, the Bitcoin must be withdrawn to a Bitcoin
wallet. Buy Back Program: Thanks Digit wants to ensure that you are happy with your investment. After
your investment has been in the Thanks Digit investment program for one year, you may request a return
equal to your principal investment if you have not achieved a profit on the investment by that time from
the daily mining share profit group. For example, if you invest $4,575 on July 1, 2017 and earn $3,000 in
profits from the daily mining share profit group as of July 1, 2018, you have the option of ending your
investment and receiving $1,575 to provide you back. This is designed to mitigate your investing risk.

